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Proposed System
A network inspired by the DDSP autoencoder [3] is proposed as a method to map from real-time percussive audio to 
parameters of a differentiable drum synthesizer. The onset and decay portion of percussive sounds will be modelled 
separately within the synthesizer architecture. 
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Research Question

How can audio from acoustic percussion be
mapped to controls for a drum synthesizer in
real-time and in a musically expressive way?

Research Plan

Early Experiments
• Gradient descent was used to optimize the 

parameters of a simple differentiable kick drum 
to match the sustain of an electronic kick drum

• Kick modelled using a harmonic oscillator with 
exponentially decaying frequency based on [7]

𝑦 𝑡 = 𝐴𝑒!"!# ∗ cos(ω𝑒!""# + ϕ)

Background

• Drum replacement using samples is common, but has 
limitations; augmenting drums using percussion 
synthesizers enables more expressive possibilities

• Synthesis of realistic percussive audio is active area of 
research [1]

• Timbre mapping applies the sonic qualities of one 
instrument to another while preserving aspects of the 
performance (i.e., timing, pitch, and loudness) [2]

• Research result will enable percussionists to create 
synthesized percussion tracks without having to learn a 
new instrument or purchase expensive sensors
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1. Differentiable Drum Synthesizer: Build on techniques from [1] and 
implement differentiably [3], enabling backpropagation in ML frameworks

2. Timbre and Parameter Mapping: Explore generative networks for 
synthesizer parameter estimation [4], timbre mapping from acoustic 
percussion instruments, and timbral control interfaces [5]

3. Real-time System: Optimize implementation for real-time use and build 
on techniques for real-time timbre mapping of voice from [6]
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